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Characterization of Multivariate Stationary
Gaussian Reciprocal Diffusions*
Bernard C. Levy-
University of California, Davis
Jamison’s classification of scalar stationary Gaussian reciprocal processes is
extended to multivariate Gaussian reciprocal diffusions (GRDs). The second-order
self-adjoint differential equation satisfied by the covariance of a GRD specifies a
Hamiltonian matrix whose eigenstructure is employed to parametrize the
covariance of stationary GRDs. Characterizations of the conservation matrix and of
the covariance matrix of the end point values of a stationary GRD are also
provided.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Reciprocal processes were introduced in 1932 by Bernstein [2], who was
influenced by an attempt of Schro dinger [3, 4] at developing a stochastic
interpretation of quantum mechanics in terms of a class of Markov pro-
cesses for which boundary conditions are imposed at both ends of the inter-
val of definition. A stochastic process x(t) on I=[0, T] taking values in Rn
is called reciprocal if for any two times t0<t1 of I, the process interior to
[t0 , t1] is conditionally independent of the process exterior to [t0 , t1],
given x(t0) and x(t1). Reciprocal processes contain Markov processes as a
subclass. Also, Markov random fields in the sense of Le vy [5] reduce for
the case of a single parameter to reciprocal, rather than Markov, processes.
The properties of reciprocal processes have been examined in detail by a
number of authors, and in particular Jamison [1, 6], who obtained, among
other results, a classification of all stationary scalar Gaussian reciprocal
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processes over a finite interval. However, this classification turned out to be
incomplete and was subsequently amended first by Chay [7], and then by
Carmichael, Masse , and Theodorescu [8]. Other studies of Gaussian
reciprocal processes include [914].
The goal of the present paper is to extend Jamison’s classification to the
class of multivariate Gaussian reciprocal diffusions (GRDs) introduced in
[12, 15]. We recall that a zero-mean Gaussian process x(t) is a Gaussian
reciprocal diffusion if it satisfies the following four axioms.
A1. x(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian reciprocal process over [0, T]
taking values in Rn, whose sample paths are continuous almost surely.
A2. Let R(t, s)=E[x(t) xT(s)] be the covariance of x(t), where ‘‘T ’’
denotes the matrix transpose. R(t, s) is C2 over the triangle 0stT, in
the sense that continuous limits of R and its first and second derivatives
exist on the closure of this triangle.
A3. For 0<t0<t1<T, the two time covariance matrix
_R(t0 , t0)R(t1 , t0)
R(t0 , t1)
R(t1 , t1)& (1.1)
is invertible.
A4. The matrix
Q(t)=
R
t
(t&, t)&
R
t
(t+, t) (1.2)
is positive definite for all t.
Assumption A4 ensures that the diffusion metric of x(t) is nondegenerate.
This assumption excludes from consideration higher-order reciprocal pro-
cesses of the type examined in [1618], which all have a singular diffusion
metric.
It was shown in [12, 15] that if x(t) is a GRD, its covariance R(t, s)
satisfies a second-order self-adjoint differential equation,
LR(t, s)=In$(t&s), (1.3)
where L takes the form
L=Q&1(t) _& d
2
dt2
+G(t)
d
dt
+F(t)& (1.4)
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with
G(t)= &_
2R
t2
(t+, t)&
2R
t2
(t&, t)& Q&1(t) (1.5a)
F(t)=_
2R
t2
(t+, t)&G(t)
R
t
(t+, t)& R&1(t, t). (1.5b)
The formal differential operator L is self-adjoint, so that the matrix func-
tions F and G satisfy the constraints
1
2
(Q&1G+GTQ&1)=&
d
dt
(Q&1) (1.6a)
Q&1F&F TQ&1=
1
2
d
dt
(Q&1G&GTQ&1). (1.6b)
Together with the differential equation (1.3), we can apply either Dirichlet
conditions
_R(0, 0)T(T, 0)
R(0, T )
R(T, T )&=P, (1.7)
where P is a symmetric nonnegative definite matrix, or cyclic boundary
conditions of the type discussed in [15]. In this paper we restrict our atten-
tion to the Dirichlet case.
Also, if
V(t)=
1
2 _
R
t
(t+, t)+
R
t
(t&, t)& R&1(t, t) (1.8a)
?(t)=
1
2 _
2R
t s
(t+, t)+
2R
t s
(t&, t)&&V(t) R(t, t) V T(t), (1.8b)
the matrix
0(t)=_ R(t, t)V(t) R(t, t)
R(t, t) V T(t)
?(t)+V(t) R(t, t) V T(t)& (1.9)
satisfies the conservation law
d
dt
0=H0+0HT, (1.10)
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where H denotes the Hamiltonian matrix
H(t)=_ 0F(t)
In
G(t)& . (1.11)
The conservation law (1.10) plays the same role for GRDs as the
Lyapunov equation used to propagate the covariance matrix of Gaussian
Markov diffusions (GMDs). However, for GRDs, more quantities need to
be propagated; in addition to the covariance matrix P(t)=R(t, t), we must
propagate the matrix V(t), which specifies the mean velocity v(x, t)=
V(t) x of the diffusion, and the stress tensor ?(t). Both of these quantities
arise in descriptions of the kinematics of reciprocal diffusions, which are
studied for the general case of non-Gaussian reciprocal diffusions in
[19, 20]. A complete analysis of the conservation laws of GRDs can be
found in [21, 22].
In this paper, we examine the restrictions which are imposed on the
above model when x(t) is stationary, i.e., when R(t, s)=R(t&s). Clearly,
from (1.1), (1.5a), and (1.5b), the matrices Q(t)=Q, F(t)=F and G(t)=G
must be constant, so that the self-adjointness conditions (1.6a)(1.6b)
reduce to
Q&1G+GTQ&1=0 (1.12a)
Q&1F&F TQ&1 =0. (1.12b)
By observing that we can always perform the transformation z(t)=
Q&12x(t), where Q12 is an arbitrary square-root of Q, we can assume
without loss of generality that Q=In , in which case (1.12a)(1.12b) to
reduce to
G=&GT, F=F T, (1.13)
so that G and F are respectively skew-symmetric and symmetric. The
expressions (1.8a)(1.8b) also show that when x(t) is stationary, the
matrices V, ?, and 0 are constant, so that the conservation law (1.10)
reduces to the algebraic equation
H0+0HT=0. (1.14)
It is assumed in the following that
L=&In
d 2
dt2
+G
d
dt
+F (1.15)
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is given, and we seek to characterize the constraints imposed on P and 0
by the requirement that x(t) must be stationary. Specifically, we seek to
characterize all the stationary GRDs belonging to the reciprocal equivalence
class specified by L (two GRDs are said to be reciprocally equivalent [23]
if they admit the same L). At the same time, we will obtain a representation
of the covariance functions R( } ) of stationary GRDs which extends
Jamison’s classification of scalar stationary GRDs.
Jamison’s classification can be described as follows. First, observe that in
the scalar case G is necessarily zero, so that R(t) satisfies the differential
equation
R (t)=FR(t). (1.16)
Then, depending on whether F is positive, zero, or negative, three cases can
occur.
Case 1. For F=a2>0 with a>0, the covariance R(t) can be
expressed as
R(t)=
1
2a
(A cosh(at)&sinh(at)) (1.17)
with A>0. We then have three subcases.
(i) For A>1, we get the hyperbolic cosine process
R(t)=
1
2a
cosh(a(T2&|t| ))
sinh(aT2)
(1.18a)
with 0|t|T, where T denotes the lifetime of the process x(t), and
coth(aT2)=A. (1.18b)
This process is periodic, since x(T)=x(0).
(ii) A=1 gives the OrnsteinUhlenbeck process
R(t)=
1
2a
exp(&at), (1.19)
which is Markov.
(iii) For A<1, we obtain the hyperbolic sine process,
R(t)=
1
2a
sinh(a(T2&|t| ))
cosh(aT2)
(1.20a)
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with 0tT and
tanh(aT2)=A, (1.20b)
which is antiperiodic, since x(T )=&x(0).
Case 2. The value F=0 gives the Slepian process [24],
R(t)= 12 (T2&|t| ), (1.21)
with 0|t|T, which is also antiperiodic.
Case 3. For F=&a2<0 with a>0, we obtain the shifted sine
process,
R(t)=
1
2a
sin(a(T2&|t| ))
cos(aT2)
, (1.22)
with 0tT, which is antiperiodic.
Note that once F is given, the covariance R(t) is parametrized com-
pletely by a single parameter, which fixes the lifetime of the reciprocal pro-
cess. For simplicity, the lifetime T has been selected equal to the length of
the interval [0, T] over which we consider x(t), but nothing prevents us
from selecting an interval of study shorter than the life span of x(t).
Finally, the only reciprocal process with an infinite life span is the
OrnsteinUhlenbeck process, which is Markov. In fact it is shown in [25]
that under a regularity condition, multivariate discrete-time Gaussian
reciprocal processes with an infinite lifespan are necessarily Markov.
In this paper, we extend Jamison’s classification to multivariate GRDs.
Our results will depend on a detailed characterization of the eigenstructure
of the Hamiltonian matrix H. This eigenstructure is employed in Section 2
to obtain a parametrization of the covariance function R(t) of stationary
GRDs in the reciprocal class specified by L. When H is a nonderogatory
matrix, i.e., when it has only one Jordan block for each eigenvalue, R(t) is
parametrized by only n real parameters. The conservation matrices 0 and
endpoint covariance matrices P corresponding to stationary GRDs are
characterized in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Finally, several examples of
multivariate stationary GRDs are given in Section 5.
2. COVARIANCE PARAMETRIZATION
The Hamiltonian matrix H given by (1.11) has the feature that if
S=_GIn
&In
0 & , (2.1)
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the pair (H, S) satisfies
ST=&S (2.2a)
SH=&HTS, (2.2b)
so that H is skew-symmetric with respect to the skew-symmetric matrix S.
A canonical form for matrix pairs of this type was derived in [26], extend-
ing earlier work [2729] applicable to the special case where
S=_ 0In
&In
0 & . (2.3)
In the following discussion, Jr (*) denotes an r_r Jordan block with
eigenvalue *:
Jr (*)=*Ir+Zr , (2.4a)
where Zr represents the r_r shift matrix
0 1
0 1 0
Zr=_ ... ... & . (2.4b)0 0 10
For real numbers a, b, c, and d, we also denote
Jr \ac
b
d+=Ir _
a
c
b
d&+Zr I2 , (2.5)
where } represents the Kronecker product of two matrices. Recall that for
two arbitrary matrices A and B, if aij is the (i, j) th entry of A, the product
AB has for (i, j) th block aijB.
It was shown in [26] that for a matrix pair H, S with the symmetries
(2.2a)(2.2b), there exists an invertible real matrix E such that
E&1HE= J =diag[Ji ; 1im] (2.6a)
ETSE=N=diag[Ni ; 1im], (2.6b)
where the blocks (Ji , Ni) have dimension si_si and are of the following
four types.
Type 1. The block regrouping the Jordan blocks with zero eigenvalue
takes the form
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Ji=\
p
k=1
J2rk(0)+\
q
l=1
[J2rl+1(0) &J
T
2rl+1(0)]+ (2.7a)
Ni=\
p
k=1
}k72rk+\
q
l=1 _
0
I2rl+1
&I2rl+1
0 &+ , (2.7b)
with }k=\1, where 7r denotes the r_r antidiagonal signature matrix
7r=_
1
0
&1
} } }
0
(&1)r&1
& , (2.8)
and where for two square matrices M1 and M2 , M1 M2=diag(M1 , M2).
Type 2. The real eigenvalues located at \a with a>0 can be com-
bined into blocks of the form
Ji= 
p
k=1
[Jrk(a) &J
T
rk(a)] (2.9a)
Ni= 
p
k=1 _
0
Irk
&Irk
0 & . (2.9b)
Type 3. The purely imaginary eigenvalues located at \jb with b>0
yield the blocks
Ji= 
p
k=1
Jrk \0b
&b
0 + (2.10a)
Ni= 
p
k=1 \}k7rk _
0
1
&1
0 &
rk
+ (2.10b)
with }k=\1.
Type 4. The complex eigenvalues located at \a\jb with a>0 and
b>0 can be regrouped into blocks
Ji= 
p
k=1 {Jrk \
a
b
&b
a + &J Trk \
a
b
&b
a += (2.11a)
Ni= 
p
k=1 _
0
I2rk
&I2rk
0 & . (2.11b)
Since all the blocks Ji have a Jordan structure, J is just a reorganization
of the standard Jordan form of a matrix. The similarity transformation
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matrix E is obtained by computing the invariant subspaces associated to
the blocks Ji and observing that these subspaces are symplectic, thus allow-
ing the construction of a basis with the property (2.6b). See [27, 28] for a
detailed description of the construction of E when S has the form (2.3).
Note also that the pairs (Ji , Ni) satisfy
N Ti =&Ni=N
&1
i (2.12a)
NiJi=&J Ti Ni . (2.12b)
Consider the matching partition of E,
E=_ X1X1J1
} } }
} } }
Xi
XiJi
} } }
} } }
Xm
XmJm& , (2.13)
where the blocks Xi have size n_si , and the partition structure takes into
account (2.6a). Since E is invertible, the block
Ei=_ XiXiJi& (2.14)
has full column rank, so that the pair (Xi , Ji) is observable (see [30] for
a definition of the concept of observability for linear systems). By noting
that
&XiJ 2i +GXiJi+FXi=0, (2.15)
we can conclude that the invariant eigenspace of H spanned by Ei is in
one-to-one correspondence with the generalized eigenspace of
L(s)=&s2In+Gs+F (2.16)
spanned by Xi .
The covariance R(t) which solves the differential equation
LR(t)=In$(t) (2.17)
for 0|t|T can be expressed as
R(t)={
:
m
i=1
Xi exp(Jit) Ai
:
m
i=1
Xi exp(Jit) Bi
for 0tT
for &Tt0.
(2.18)
Since Xi and Ji are real and the pair (Xi , Ji) is observable, the realness
requirement R(t)=R*(t), where ‘‘*’’ denotes the complex conjugate,
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implies that the matrix coefficients Ai and Bi must be real. The self-adjoint-
ness requirement R(t)=RT(&t) implies
Xi exp(Jit) Ai =BTi exp(&J
T
i t) X
T
i
=BTi Ni exp(Jit) N
T
i X
T
i . (2.19)
Differentiating an arbitrary number of times, setting t=0, and using the
symmetries of (Ji , Ni) gives
_ XiXiJi& J ki [Ai &JiAi]=_
BTi
&BTi J
T
i & Ni J ki N Ti [X Ti J Ti X Ti ] (2.20)
for k0. Let
Ti ] N Ti [X
T
i J
T
i X
T
i ] S _ B
T
i
&BTi J
T
i & Ni
=[Ai &JiAi] S _ XiXi Ji& . (2.21)
Premultiplying (2.20) by N Ti [X
T
i J
T
i X
T
i ] S, andor postmultiplying by
S[ XiXi Ji], we find
Ti N Ti X
T
i =Ai , XiTi=B
T
i Ni (2.22a)
Ti Ji=JiTi , (2.22b)
so that Ti must commute with Ji .
Substituting (2.22a) inside the expression (2.18) for R(t) gives
R(t)={
:
m
i=1
Xi exp(Jit) TiN Ti X
T
i
:
m
i=1
Xi exp(Jit) Ni T Ti X
T
i
for 0tT
for &Tt0,
(2.23)
which is entirely parametrized by the matrices Ti . The only requirements
that still need to be taken into account are first that the two expressions
for R(0) given by (2.23) must coincide:
:
m
i=1
Xi (NiT Ti &TiN
T
i ) X
T
i =0, (2.24)
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and next, that the derivative of R(t) must undergo a jump of &In as t goes
from 0& to 0+, so that
:
m
i=1
XiJi (NiT Ti &TiN
T
i ) X
T
i =In . (2.25)
Combining (2.24) and (2.25) gives
E diag[NiT Ti &Ti N
T
i ] X
T=_ 0In& , (2.26a)
where X denotes the n_2n matrix
X ] [X1 } } } Xi } } } Xm]. (2.26b)
Premultiplying by E TS and using (2.6b), we obtain
diag[&T Ti +Ni TiNi] X
T=E TS _ 0In&=&ET _
In
0 & , (2.27)
where the last equality uses the form (2.1) of S. The relation (2.27) can be
rewritten as
diag[Isi+NiTi Ni&T
T
i ] X
T=0. (2.28)
premultiplying by diag[Ji], and using the identity (2.12b) and the fact that
Ji and Ti commute, we get
diag[Isi+NiTiNi&T
T
i ] J
TXT=0. (2.29)
Combining (2.28) and (2.29) gives
diag[Isi+NiTi Ni&T
T
i ] E
T=0, (2.30)
and since E is invertible,
T Ti =Isi+NiTi Ni . (2.31)
Thus, the covariance R(t) is completely parametrized by the matrix
blocks Ti which commute with Ji and satisfy the constraint (2.31). It is dif-
ficult to characterize more precisely the structure of the blocks Ti without
making the additional assumption that H is nonderogatory. Recall that a
matrix is nonderogatory if it admits only one Jordan block for each eigen-
value. In our study of the structure of the blocks Ti , we will repeatedly use
the following result, which is proved in [31, pp. 135137].
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Lemma 2.1. If Jr1(*) and Jr2(+) are two Jordan blocks of sizes r1 and r2
with eigenvalues * and +, respectively, the equation
Jr1(*) M=MJr2(+) (2.32)
has for unique solution M=0 when *{+. When *=+ and r1=r2=r, the
most general solution of (2.32) takes the form
M=m(Zr), (2.33)
where m(x)=m0+m1 x+ } } } +mr1 x
r&1 is an arbitrary polynomial of
degree r&1, and Zr is the shift matrix (2.4b).
Then, under the assumption that H is nonderogatory, the matrices Ti
which commute with Ji and satisfy the constraint (2.31) have the following
structure for each of the four block types appearing in the canonical
decomposition (2.6a).
Type 1. Since *=0 admits only one Jordan block, the dimension of
this block is necessarily even so that Ji=J2r(0) and Ni=}72r . Then, any
matrix Ti commuting with Ji must have the form
Ti=t(Z2r), (2.34)
where t(x)=t0+ } } } +t2r&1 x2r&1 is a polynomial of degree 2r&1. Observ-
ing that
Ni Zk2rNi=(&1)
k+1 (ZT2r)
k, (2.35)
the constraint (2.31) can be rewritten as
t(x)+t(&x)=1, (2.36)
so that the even part of t(x) is fixed. Specifically, t0= 12 and t2k=0 for k1.
On the other hand, the odd coefficients t2k&1 with 1kr are free. Thus,
the matrix Ti is parametrized by only r real coefficients, where r represents
half the size of Ji .
Type 2. For the real eigenvalue pairs (a, &a), the nonderogatory
assumption implies the blocks (Ji , Ni) have the structure
Ji=Jr (a) &J Tr (a), Ni=_0Ir
&Ir
0 & . (2.37)
Accordingly, the matrix Ti commuting with Ji must have the form
Ti=t+(Zr) &t&(ZTr ), (2.38a)
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where
t\(x)= :
r&1
k=0
t\k x
k (2.38b)
are two polynomials of degree r&1. Noting that
Ni TiNi=t&(ZTr ) &t
+(Zr), (2.39)
the constraint (2.31) implies
t+(x)&t&(x)=1. (2.40)
Thus, the matrix Ti is parametrized by only r real coefficients, where r is
again half the size of Ji .
Type 3. Under the nonderogatory assumption, the blocks corre-
sponding to purely imaginary eigenvalues take the form
Ji=Jr \0b
&b
0 + , Ni=}7r 7r2 , (2.41)
with }=\1. The matrix Ti commuting with Ji can be expressed as
Ti=tR(Zr)I2+tI (Zr)72 , (2.42a)
where
tR(x)= :
r&1
k=0
{k xk, tI (x)= :
r&1
k=0
_k xk (2.42b)
are two polynomials of degree r&1. Using the identities
Ni (Zkr I2) Ni=(&1)
k+1 (ZTk )
kI2 (2.43a)
Ni (Zkr 72) Ni=(&1)
k (ZTr )
k 7T2 , (2.43b)
the constraint (2.31) gives
tR(x)+tR(&x)=1, tI (x)=tI (&x). (2.44)
Thus, tI (x) is an even polynomial, and the even part of tR(x) is fixed
({0= 12 , {2k=0 for k1), but its odd part is free. Consequently, Ti is
parametrized by r real numbers, where r is again half the dimension of Ji .
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Type 4. For the nonderogatory case, the blocks corresponding to
\a\jb take the form
Ji=Jr \ab
&b
a + &J Tr \
a
b
&b
a + , Ni=_
0
I2r
&I2r
0 & . (2.45)
This implies that Ti has the structure
Ti=(t+R (Zr)I2+t
+
I (Zr)72) &(t
&
R (Zr)I2+t
&
I (Zr)72)
T, (2.46)
where t\R (x) and t
\
I (x) are polynomials of degree r&1. Taking into
account
Ni TiNi=(t&R (Zr)I2+t&I (Zr)72)T &(t+R (Zr)I2+t+I (Zr)72),
(2.47)
the constraint (2.31) yields
t+R (x)&t
&
R (x)=1, t
+
I (x)=t
&
I (x) (2.48)
so that Ti is parametrized by only 2r real numbers, whereas the size of Ji
is 4r.
The covariance functions of multivariate stationary GRDs can then be
characterized as follows.
Theorem 2.1. If x(t) # Rn is a zero-mean stationary GRD in the recipro-
cal class specified by L, its covariance R(t) has the form (2.23), where Ti
commutes with Ji for 1im. Furthermore, if H is nonderogatory, the
matrices Ti corresponding to different block types have respectively the structure
(2.34), (2.36) for type 1; (2.38), (2.40) for type 2; (2.42), (2.44) for type 3;
and (2.46), (2.48) for type 4. In this case, only n real numbers are needed to
parametrize R(t).
Conversely, assume R(t) has the form (2.23), where Ti commutes with Ji
for all i, and where the coefficients parametrizing each Ti are selected such
that the kernel r(t&s) is positive definite over the space L2n([0, T]) of square
integrable n-vector functions. Then R(t&s) is the covariance of a zero-mean
stationary GRD over [0, T].
Proof. We have already proved necessity. To establish the sufficiency of
the structure (2.23) under the condition that the coefficients parametrizing
each Ti have been selected such that R(t&s) is a positive kernel, note that
the structure (2.23) ensures that R(t&s) obeys the differential equation
(1.3). But according to Theorem 2 of [12], this implies that R(t&s) is the
covariance of a GRD over [0, T]. K
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Thus, while scalar stationary GRDs are parametrized by a single number
which can be used to adjust the lifetime of the GRD, the number of free
parameters equals the size of x(t) in the case of multivariate GRDs with a
nonderogatory H. Also, while Jamison’s classification of scalar GRDs
involves blocks of types 13, blocks of type 4 occur only for GRDs of
dimension greater than or equal to 2.
3. CONSERVATION MATRIX
In this section, we characterize the structure of the conservation matrices
0 associated to stationary GRDs. Consider the conservation law (1.14). By
substituting the Jordan decomposition H=EJE&1 and defining
D=E&10E&T, (3.1)
this law can be rewritten as
JD+DJT=0, (3.2)
where D must be symmetric since 0 is symmetric. Observing that the
eigenvalues appearing in different blocks Ji are distinct, and invoking again
Lemma 2.1, we can conclude D has the block diagonal structure
D=diag[Di], (3.3a)
where the blocks Di are symmetric and satisfy
Ji Di+Di J Ti =0. (3.3b)
The form of each block Di depends again on the type of (Ji , Ni) block
to which it is associated. If we assume that H is nonderogatory, and
employ arguments similar to those of Section 2, we find that the blocks Di
have the following structure.
Type 1. With Ji=Z2r and Ni=}72r , where }=\1, we can con-
clude that
Di=d(Z2r) 72r , (3.4a)
where
d(x)= :
r
k=1
d2k&1x2k&1 (3.4b)
is an odd polynomial of degree less or equal to 2r&1.
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Type 2. In this case (Ji , Ni) takes the form (2.37), and Di admits the
structure
Di=_ 0d(ZTr )
d(Zr)
0 & , (3.5)
where d(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree r&1.
Type 3. With (Ji , Ni) given by (2.41), the matrix Di has the structure
Di=(dR(Zr)I2+dI (Zr)72)(7r 7r2), (3.6)
where dR(x) and dI (x) are respectively odd and even polynomials of degree
less or equal to r&1.
Type 4. With (Ji , Ni) given by (2.45), Di takes the form
Di=_ 0$Ti
$i
0 & , (3.7a)
with
$i=dR(Zr)I2+dI (Zr)72 , (3.7b)
where dR(x) and dI (x) are arbitrary polynomials of degree less or equal to
r&1.
The conservation matrices of stationary GRDs can then be characterized
as follows.
Theorem 3.1. If 0 is the conservation matrix of a stationary GRD in
the reciprocal class specified by L, it admits the structure
0=E diag[Di] ET, (3.8)
where the blocks Di are symmetric and satisfy (3.3b) for 1im. If H is
nonderogatory, the matrices Di corresponding to blocks of Type 1, 2, 3, and
4 have respectively the structure (3.4), (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7), and 0 is
parametrized by only n real numbers.
Conversely, assume that 0 admits the structure (3.8), where the blocks Di
are symmetric, obey (3.3b), and are such that the leading n_n submatrix
R(0) of 0 is positive definite. Then there exists an interval length T>0 such
that 0 is the conservation matrix of a stationary GRD over [0, T].
Proof. We have already established the necessity of the structure (3.8).
The sufficiency of this structure under the condition that the parameters of
the blocks Di are selected such that R(0) is positive definite is a conse-
quence of Theorem 2 of [22]. Specifically, it is shown in [21, 22] that
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given a symmetric matrix 0 with R(0)>0, we can find T>0 such that
there exists a GRD x(t) over [0, T] in the reciprocal class specified by L
which admits 0 as initial conservation matrix. But the structure (3.8) of 0
implies it satisfies (1.14), so that it is the conservation matrix of x(t) over
the entire interval [0, T]. Furthermore, by taking into account the con-
stancy of the operator L in the construction given in [21] for the
covariance R(t, s) of the GRD x(t) associated to 0, it is easy to verify that
R(t, s) depends only on t&s, so that x(t) is a stationary GRD. K
The last item that needs to be clarified is the relation existing between
the matrices Di and Ti parametrizing 0 and R(t). From (3.8), we have
_ R(0)VR(0)&=E diag[Di] XT. (3.9)
But from (2.23) and the definition
VR(0)= 12 (R4 (0
+)+R4 (0&)) (3.10)
of V, we find also
_ R(0)VR(0)&=E diag {
1
2
(TiN Ti +NiT
T
i )= XT. (3.11)
Since E is invertible, this implies
diag[Di& 12 (TiN
T
i +Ni T
T
i )] X
T=0. (3.12)
Premultiplying by J T=diag[J Ti ], and using the commutation relations
satisfied by Ji , Di , Ti , and Ni gives
diag[Di& 12 (TiN
T
i +Ni T
T
i )](XJ)
T=0, (3.13)
which in combination with (3.12) implies
Di= 12(TiN
T
i +Ni T
T
i ). (3.14)
This identity can be used to relate the structures obtained earlier for Di and
Ti for the case of a nonderogatory H.
4. ENDPOINT COVARIANCE MATRIX
To characterize the structure of the endpoint covariance matrices P
associated to stationary GRDs, we employ a representation of the
covariance R(t, s) of an arbitrary GRD which was derived in [12, 22]. Let
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1(t) and 2(t) be the n_n transition matrices which satisfy the differential
equation
L1(t)=L2(t)=0 (4.1)
for 0tT, with boundary conditions
_1(0)1(T )
2(0)
2(T)&=I2n . (4.2)
Then a GRD can always be decomposed as x(t)=x^(t)+x~ (t), where x^(t)
is the expectation of x(t) given x(0) and x(T ), and x~ (t) denotes the corre-
sponding residual. The covariance R(t, s) can be decomposed accordingly
as
R(t, s)=R (t, s)+R (t, s), (4.3)
where R (t, s) and R (t, s) represent the covariances of x^(t) and x~ (t), respec-
tively. R (t, s) admits the representation
R (t, s)=[1(t) 2(t)] P _
T
1 (s)
T2 (s)& , (4.4)
where P is the covariance matrix of x(0) and x(T). R (t, s) can be inter-
preted as the Green’s function of the operator LD obtained by applying
homogeneous Dirichlet conditions to L, so that it obeys
LR (t, s)=In$(t&s) (4.5a)
R (0, s)=R (T, s)=0. (4.5b)
It admits the representation
R (t, s)={1(t) K
TT2 (s),
2(t) KT1 (s),
ts
st,
(4.6)
where K is a constant matrix. A simple expression for K is as follows. Let
W(1 , 2)=[T2(t) 4
T
2 (t)] S _1(t)4 1(t)& (4.7)
be the Wronskian of the two transition matrices 1 and 2 . Because of the
symmetry (2.2b) of the Hamiltonian H, W(1 , 2)=W does not depend
on t. Then K can be expressed in terms of W as
K=W&T, (4.8)
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and it admits the simplified expressions
K=(4 2(0))&1=&(4 1(T))&T. (4.9)
The transition matrices 1(t) and 2(t) which appear in the representa-
tions of R (t, s) and R (t, s) can be expressed as follows in terms of the
eigenstructure of H.
Lemma 4.1. The transition matrices i (t) with i=1, 2 can be represented
as
[1(t) 2(t)]=X exp(Jt) 1&1 (4.10)
with
1 ] _ XX exp(JT )& . (4.11)
Furthermore, the matrix
9 ] _
4 1(0)
4 1(T )
4 2(0)
4 2(T)& (4.12a)
can be expressed as
9=1J1&1. (4.12b)
Proof. Since 1(t) and 2(t) satisfy the differential equation (4.1) over
[0, T], they can be expressed as
[1(t) 2(t)]=X exp(Jt) C, (4.13)
where C is a constant matrix. Substituting this expression inside the bound-
ary condition (4.2) gives C=1&1. The expression (4.12b) for 9 can be
obtained by differentiating (4.10) and setting t=0 and t=T. K
Remark. The matrix 9 plays an important role in the characterization
of the cyclic boundary conditions satisfied by R( } , s) [15]. The feature that
we employ here is that 9 depends only on L.
Next, we observe that the covariance R(t, s) of a stationary GRD
depends only on t&s, so that it must satisfy
\ t+

s+ R(t, s)=0 (4.14)
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for all t and s. By using the representations (4.4), (4.6), and (4.10) for
R (t, s), R (t, s), and i (t) with i=1, 2, we obtain
\ t+

s+ R(t, s)=X exp(Jt) {J1&1 \P+_
0
0
K T
0 &+ 1&T
+1&1 \P+_00
K T
0 &+ 1&TJT= exp(JTs) XT (4.15a)
for ts, and
\ t+

s+ R(t, s)=X exp(Jt) {J1&1 \P+_
0
K
0
0&+ 1&T
+1&1 \P+_0K
0
0&+ 1&TJT= exp(JTs) XT (4.15b)
for st. Applying the characterization (4.14) of stationary covariances and
noting the pair (X, J) is observable, we can conclude that
J1&1 \P+_00
K T
0 &+ 1&T+1&1 \P+_
0
0
KT
0 &+ 1&TJT=0 (4.16a)
J1&1 \P+_0K
0
0&+ 1&T+1&1 \P+_
0
K
0
0&+ 1&TJT=0. (4.16b)
Premultiplying (4.16a) and (4.16b) by 1, and postmultiplying by 1T, we
find that in order to specify a stationary GRD, the endpoint covariance
matrix P must satisfy
9 \P+_00
KT
0 &++\P+_
0
0
KT
0 &+ 9T=0 (4.17a)
9 \P+_0K
0
0&++\P+_
0
K
0
0&+ 9T=0. (4.17b)
These commutation relations are similar in nature to those obtained by
Krener in [32] for characterizing first-order two-point boundary-value
stochastic models with a stationary solution. These identities can be sim-
plified further by noting from (4.9) that
9 _00
KT
0 &+_
0
0
KT
0 & 9T=_
In
0
Y
&In& (4.18a)
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with
Y=4 1(0) K T+KT4 T2(T ). (4.18b)
Then, by considering simultaneously (4.17a) and (4.17b), we find
9P+P9T=_In0
0
&In& (4.19)
and Y=0. We have therefore proved the following result.
Theorem 4.1. P is the endpoint covariance matrix of a stationary GRD
in the reciprocal class specified by L and only if it satisfies (4.19).
A detailed parametrization of P can also be obtained by noting from
(4.16a) and (4.16b) that the symmetric matrix
2=1&1 \P+12 _
0
K
K T
0 &+ 1&T (4.20)
satisfies
J2+2JT=0, (4.21)
which is of the same type as (3.2), so that 2 has the same structure as D.
5. EXAMPLES
To construct examples, it is useful to note that even after x(t) has been
scaled to ensure Q=In , we can still premultiply x(t) by an arbitrary
orthonormal transformation, since such a transformation preserves Q=In .
This additional degree of freedom can be used to diagonalize F. Thus, for
the case n=2, we can assume without loss of generality that
F=_f10
0
f2& , G=_
0
g
& g
0 & . (5.1)
Then, the characteristic polynomial of H is given by
h(s)=s4+(g2&( f1+ f2)) s2+ f1 f2 , (5.2)
and it is not difficult to verify that, depending on the values of f1 , f2 , and
g, we can obtain all possible configurations of blocks of types 14 with a
combined dimension of 4. In particular, if g=0, the dynamics of the two
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components of x(t) become decoupled and contribute each a block of size
2 of Type 1, 2, or 3. However, it is of particular interest to examine single
blocks of dimension 4, since such blocks cannot occur in the scalar case.
Example 5.1. For
f1= f2=b2, g=2b, (5.3)
we have h(s)=(s2+b2)2, so that H has double eigenvalues at \jb, and the
canonical decomposition of (H, S) contains a single block of type 3,
J1=J2 \0b
&b
0 + , N1=&72 722 , (5.4)
with 722=&I2 . The transformation matrix E has the structure
E=_ X1X1J1& with X1=_
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0& (5.5)
and
exp(J1 t)=_10
t
1&E(bt) (5.6a)
with
E(x) ] _cos(x)sin(x)
&sin(x)
cos(x) & . (5.6b)
Then, the matrix T1 commuting with J1 takes the form (2.42a) with r=2,
and
tR(x)=12+{1x, tI (x)=_0 . (5.7)
Substituting this expression inside the parametrization (2.23) for R(t), and
denoting A=&{1>0 and _0=tan(,)2, we obtain
R(t)=AE(bt)&
t
2 cos(,)
E(bt+,) (5.8)
for t0, and R(t)=RT(&t) for t0. Thus, R(0)=AI2 and, by using the
expressions (1.8a)(1.8b) for V and ?, we find
V=\b&tan ,2A + 72 , ?=&
tan2 ,
4A
I2 , (5.9)
so that the stress tensor ? is negative definite.
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Example 5.2. For
f1= f2=a2+b2, g=2b (5.10a)
with a>0 and b>0, we have
h(s)=((s&a)2+b2)((s+a)2+b2), (5.10b)
so that H has eigenvalues at \a\jb, and the canonical decomposition of
(H, S) reduces to a single block of type 4:
J1=_ab
&b
a & &_
a
b
&b
a &
T
, N1=_ 0I2
&I2
0 & . (5.11)
The transformation matrix E is given by
E=
1
(2a)12 _
1
0
a
b
0
1
&b
a
&1
0
&a
b
0
&1
&b
&a& , (5.12)
and
exp(J1 t)=diag(exp(at), exp(&at))E(bt). (5.13)
Then, according to (2.46), (2.48), the matrix T1 commuting with J1 has the
structure
T1=_tR+12tI
&tI
tR+12& &_
tR&12
tI
&tI
tR&12&
T
, (5.14)
and by denoting tR=&A cos(,)2 and tI=&A sin(,)2 with A cos(,)>0,
the expression (2.23) for R(t) gives
R(t)=
A
2a
E(bt) _cosh(at) cos(,)sinh(at) sin(,)
&sinh(at) sin(,)
cosh(at) cos(,) &&
sinh(at)
2a
E(bt)
(5.15)
for t0 and R(t)=RT(&t) for t0. The conserved variables are given by
R(0)=
A
2a
cos(,) I2 , V=(b+a tan ,) 72 , ?=&
Aa
2 cos(,)
I2 ,
(5.16)
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so that the stress tensor is again negative definite. Finally, note that when
A=1, ,=0, the two closure rules
V&VT=G, ?=&14R
&1(0) (5.17)
which characterize the subclass of Markov processes [20] are satisfied. The
resulting Markov process has for covariance
R(t)=
exp(&at)
2a
E(bt) (5.18)
and obeys the first-order diffusion equation
dx=_&ab
&b
&a& x dt+d _
W1
W2& , (5.19)
where W1 and W2 are two independent Wiener processes.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Jamison’s classification of stationary Gaussian reciprocal processes has
been extended to the case of multivariate GRDs. It is expected that the
results presented here will be of use to solve the reciprocal stochastic
realization problem. Recall that the standard Markov stochastic realization
theory [33, 34] models an arbitrary stationary Gaussian process as a par-
tially observed Markov process in noise. This type of model is particularly
useful for filtering and stochastic control applications. Up to this point,
results on the reciprocal realization problem have been restricted to the
case of periodic processes [35].
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